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DataX Solution is a leading enterprise open source solution 
company serving customers across Middle East & Africa as 
well as in South East Asia. Our key objective is to enable 
large organizations embrace open source software to 
meet their digital transformation goal. Currently over 50 
leading enterprise class organizations have taken DataX 
Solution’s offerings around modern Database, 
Microservices, Cloud and Analytics.

About DataX Solution

Transform Business with Data Centric Vision

We support our clients through Digital 
Transformation and Change Management 
initiatives with open source leading Data 
Management software that enables Data 
Governance approach to maximize investments 
from Data assets

Trusted by top retail banks for implementing bigdata solutions
Trusted by top healthcare service providers for implementing bigdata 
solutions
Trusted by top telecom companies for implementing bigdata solutions

Company Profile
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Our Mission & Vision

Our Mission
We aim to accelerate digital 
transformation for the world’s 
largest enterprises.

Our Vision
We want to give you the freedom 
to innovate everywhere, and 
support your cloud native 
journeys in order to achieve your 
digital transformation goals.
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DataX Solution team helped us in our 
journey to upgrade MongoDB database 
for our Enterprise level application. This 
has helped us improve performance, 
scalability and availability of our system. 
The team’s professional approach 
helped us upgrade on time with zero 
impact on business’
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DataX Solution FZC is one of our 
important partner. They are the 
distributor of REDIS in the Middle East 
region. The technical expertise as well 
as the passion they carry to support us 
on the ground is exceptional. In fact we 
see plenty of use cases where REDIS 
platform is the perfect fit to solve our 
customer’s  business problems and in 
all of this our collaboration with DataX 
Solution is a winning one
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Technologies
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Redis

Why Redis?
Redis is an open source (BSD licensed), in-memory data structure store, used as a 
database, cache and message broker. It supports data structures such as strings, 
hashes, lists, sets, sorted sets with range queries, bitmaps, hyperloglogs, geospatial 
indexes with radius queries and streams.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
Redis has built-in replication, Lua scripting, LRU eviction, transactions and different levels 
of on-disk persistence, and provides high availability via Redis Sentinel and automatic 
partitioning with Redis Cluster.

All round operational support
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Redis is an open source (BSD licensed), 
in-memory data structure store, used as a 
database, cache and message broker.

Design & architecting skills for your current & future needs
Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape
Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities
Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making



Redis
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Working with complete transparency, it 
offers uninterrupted high availability, with 
diskless replication, single digit seconds 
failover, and instant failure detection.

99.99% uptime

Full ACID compliance with its support for 
commands that allow for sequential 
execution of durable transaction 
components as a single operation.

ACID compliant

Delivering superior application 
performance, and the best use of 
infrastructure resources, it delivers infinite 
linear scaling and deploys on a single
cluster node helping take full advantage if 
multi core architecture.

Best-in-class 
performance

Delivering local latency & enabling 
disaster proof architecture, Redis offers 
Active active deployment for globally 
distributed databases.

Active Geo 
distribution

Offers multi layer security for authorization, 
encryption, authentication, multi layer 
security for access control, and ensures 
production data is isolated from 
administrative access.

Multi-layer security 
& compliance

Delivering high disk IOPS even under heavy 
write loads, it provides multiple 
persistence options on primary and 
replica shards. Guarding against the
short term nature of local storage, it 
persists data to network attached storage.

Built in durability

Saving upto 70% on infrastructure costs, 
this approach places frequently accessed 
hot data in memory and colder values in 
persistent memory. Redis on Dram, and 
Redis on Flash deliver high performance.

Intelligent tiered 
memory access

Allows fast recovery in case of disaster by 
providing a full suite of disaster recovery, 
backup, and cluster recovery capabilities.

Backup, cluster 
recovery, and 
disaster recovery

Supports multi data types and models in a 
single database platform, with modules 
such as RediSearch, RedisGraph, 
RedisJSON, RedisTimeSeries, RedisAI.

Multi models
support

Complete automation of day to day 
database operations, without impacting 
your application. This includes 
re-sharding, shard migration, setting up 
triggers for auto balancing.

Support &
Automation

Deployed on any cloud platform, it is also 
available as a native service on platforms 
like Pivotal Cloud Foundry, Pivotal 
Kubernete Service and more.

Flexible 
deployment



MongoDB

MongoDB is the leading Document based database, empowering businesses to be more 
agile and scalable. Fortune 500 companies and start-ups alike are using MongoDB to 
create new types of applications, improve customer experience, accelerate time to 
market and reduce costs. In today’s constantly evolving data strategies, MongoDB tops in 
the list of favorites for its known as being the best in its class, low cost, reliable NoSQL data 
solution to overcome business challenges, application needs and technical resource 
capabilities.

MongoDB has chosen us as the first partner in the GCC region to cater to the key 
application needs such as high scalability and concurrency.
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MongoDB is the leading Document based 
database.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
Powered with open source architecture that can efficiently scale out in a clustered 
environment, it is centered around a cross-platform document data model that can 
effectively flex with programming paradigms and is loaded with a breadth of 
functionality that can elegantly cater needs of contemporary software developers.

All round operational support
Design & architecting skills for your current & future needs



MongoDB
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MongoDB Enterprise Advanced
Providing a fine-tuned package of software, support, certifications, services, MongoDB 
Enterprise Advanced is the best way to run MongoDB on your own infrastructure. Many 
organizations use it to accelerate time for competitive advantage while reducing costs 
and risk.

Database Platform High-speed Data Pipeline Kubernetes Platform

Explore and manipulate your data by 
creating queries, aggregation pipelines, 
and export them to your app as code, 
create indexes, build schema validation
rules and more.

MongoDB 
Compass

With the most stringent response-time 
SLAs, deliver high throughput and 
predictable low latency for workloads.

In-Memory Speed

Proactive and consultative support right 
from development to production.

Proactive Support

Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape
Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities
Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making

With your management and monitoring 
tools, MongoDB Enterprise fits easily into 
your existing IT infrastructure & processes.

Enterprise 
Software
Integration

Defend, detect, control access to your 
data, and meet security & compliance 
standards with Kerberos and LDAP access 
controls and auditing.

Advanced Security

For your existing SQL based BI, and 
analytics platforms, use MongoDB as a 
data source with MongoDB Connector.

Visualization & 
advanced 
analytics

Automating deployment, monitoring, 
alerting, backup and scaling of MongoDB, 
by running it on premises or in a private 
cloud.

Operations 
Manager
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MongoDB
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MongoDB Atlas
Fully managed MongoDB across AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, with proven practices and 
best in class automation. They guarantee availability, scalability, compliance with most 
demanding privacy standards and data security.

Explore and manipulate your data by 
creating queries, aggregation pipelines, 
and export them to your app as code, 
create indexes, build schema validation
rules and more.

Performance

With the most stringent response-time 
SLAs, deliver high throughput and 
predictable low latency for workloads.

Efficiency

Proactive and consultative support right 
from development to production.

Security

With your management and monitoring 
tools, MongoDB Enterprise fits easily into 
your existing IT infrastructure & processes.

Productivity

Defend, detect, control access to your 
data, and meet security & compliance 
standards with Kerberos and LDAP access 
controls and auditing.

Reliability

For your existing SQL based BI, and 
analytics platforms, use MongoDB as a 
data source with MongoDB Connector.

Multi-Cloud Data 
Distribution
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Datastax

DataStax is open source, distributed, wide column store, NoSQL database management 
system designed to handle large amounts of data across many commodity servers 
providing high availability with no single point of failure. It offers robust support for clusters 
spanning multiple datacenters with asynchronous master less replication allowing low 
latency operations for all clients
DataStax has chosen us as their first partner in the GCC region.
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Apache Cassandra is open source, distributed, 
wide column store, NoSQL database 
management system.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
DataStax Enterprise enables any workload on an active-everywhere, zero-downtime 
platform with zero lock-in and global scale. Built on the foundation of Apache Cassandra, 
DataStax Enterprise adds operational reliability, monitoring and security layer hardened 
by the largest internet apps and the Fortune 100.

All round operational support
Design & architecting skills for your current & future needs
Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape
Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities
Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making



Datastax
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Features Of DataStax

Benefits Of DataStax

Fully managed MongoDB across AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, with proven practices and 
best in class automation. They guarantee availability, scalability, compliance with most 
demanding privacy standards and data security.

Native Kubernetes support to tame the 
complexity of development, operations, 
and deployment.

Cloud-Native 
Data Platform

Powerful and productive APIs for 
developers and operators.

Developer Success

Built on Apache Cassandra’s 
active-everywhere architecture for 
24x7x365 availability. Avoid cloud lock-in 
and keep compatibility with open source
Cassandra.

Zero Downtime & 
Zero Lock-in

Put your data where you need it without 
compromising performance, availability or 
accessibility.

Global scalet

Enterprise-grade security, monitoring, and 
support, hardened by the Fortune 100.

Operational 
Reliability

Advanced performancet
Enterprise-grade security
Management and monitoring
Multi-model data, and Graph engine
Integrated analytics
Enhanced search, and Extensible Integration
DevOps APIs, and Developer Tools
Cloud-Native automation + elasticity



Elastic

Why Elastic?
Elastic can be used to search all kinds of documents. It provides scalable search, has 
near real time search and supports multi tenancy. Elastic is distributed, which means that 
indices can be divided into shards and each shard can have zero or more replicas. Each 
node hosts one or more shards, and acts as a coordinator to delegate operations to the 
correct shard(s). Rebalancing and routing are done automatically. Related data is often 
stored in the same index, which consists of one or more primary shards, and zero or more 
replica shards.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
Elastic is developed alongside a data collection and log parsing engine called Logstash, 
an analytics and visualization platform called Kibana. The three products are designed 
for use as an integrated solution, referred to as the Elastic Stack (formerly the ELK stack)

All round operational support
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Design & architecting skills for your current & future needst

Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape 

The perfect choice for companies, organizations and individuals

Helping you store, search, and analyze with ease.



Elastic
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Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities

Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making

Instinctive & user friendly interfacet

Real time analysis, debugging capabilities, charting and summarization
Real time search of indexed information

Integrated totally with Elasticsearch

Dashboard visualizes indexed information from the cluster

Oracle compatible 
features

Enterprise-ready 
tools

                    

24x7 support
                    

Elasticsearch

Benefits Of Elasticsearch

Based on the Apache Lucene search engine, Elasticsearch is a free and open, full text 
search and analysis engine. The NoSQL database is used to power applications that 
achieve search requirements, by enabling indexing and storing the data. Adopted in 
search engine platforms for modern web & mobile applications, the tool also offers 
complex analytics and many more advanced features

Logstash
Executing different transformations and enhancements, Logstash is a log aggregator 
collecting data from different input sources and shipping the data to various supported 
output destinations. It supports cleansing your data for analytics & visualization of use 
cases, while unifying data from different sources into your desired destinations.



Elastic
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Analysis of a large variety of structured or unstructured data, events, etc.

Plugins offered to connect with different types of input sources and platforms
Enabling centralized data processing

Benefits Of Logstash

Instinctive & user friendly interface

Real time analysis, debugging capabilities, charting and summarization
Real time search of indexed informationt

Integrated totally with Elasticsearch
Dashboard visualizes indexed information from the cluster

Benefits Of Kibana

Kibana
Kibana helps developers get a quick insight into the Elasticsearch documents. It is a 
visualization layer that works on top of Elasticsearch in order to provide users an interface 
to visualize and for data querying.

Beats
Lightweight agents installed on edge hosts in order to collect the different types of data 
for forwarding into the stack, they along-with Logstash, take care of data collection & 
processing. They are commonly used for securing IT environments as well as monitoring 
and troubleshooting them.



HashiCorp

HashiCorp provides open-source tools and commercial products that enables 
developers, operators and security professionals to provision, secure, run and connect 
cloud computing infrastructure.
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HashiCorp provides open-source tools and 
commercial products that enables developers.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
The main product line consists of these following tools:

Terraform: Infrastructure as code software which enables provisioning and adapting 
virtual infrastructure across all major cloud providers

Consul: Provides distributed KV storage, DNS based service discovery, RPC and event 
propagation. Vault: provides secret management, identity-based access, encrypting 
application data and auditing of secrets for applications, systems, and users.

All round operational support
Design & architecting skills for your current & future needs
Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape
Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities
Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making



HashiCorp
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HashiCorp Stack
Every product addresses specific organizational and technical challenges of cloud 
infrastructure automation, while the tools provide a control plane for each layer of the 
cloud, enabling enterprises to make the shift to cloud operating model.

Service based cloud networking that includes Service Discovery for 
connectivity in order to remove manual processes, & Service Mesh 
to secure and observe services across any runtime platform and 
public/private cloud.

Consul

Managing secrets and protecting sensitive data by secrets 
management that centrally manages secrets to reduce secrets 
sprawl, and Data Encryption that protects sensitive data with 
centralized key management and simple APIs for data encryption.

Vault

Safely provision and manage multi cloud infrastructure at all scales 
by reproducing infrastructure as a code to shift from manual, error 
prone provisioning to automated, Multi cloud compliance and 
management by using a consistent workflow to provision, govern, 
secure and audit all infrastructures. Also enabling users to easily 
provision infrastructure on demand with a library of approved 
infrastructure.

Terraform

Utilization of optimized resources with bin-packing, unified and 
automated deployment workflows, and a resource pool across 
on-perm and clouds.

Nomad



Couchbase empowers developers to build responsive and flexible cloud, mobile, and 
edge computing applications that scale effortlessly, as a key-value and document 
database that’s memory first:

Couchbase
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An award-winning distributed NoSQL cloud 
database.

Why Couchbase?
The database that delivers unmatched versatility, performance, scalability, and financial 
value across cloud, on-premises, hybrid, distributed cloud, and edge computing 
deployments.

Develop on your stack, deploy in your 
cloud or at your edge, and build 
applications swiftly using tools, tutorials, 
and SDKs.

Build fast, 
move faster

Architect’s choice for NoSQL, that has a 
distributed, elastic, in-memory database 
on your cloud and at your edge.

Architect for 
high demand

Globally, securely, and affordably, mix and 
match public clouds, private clouds, 
containers and bare metal servers, and 
operate at scale as a multicloud to edge 
distributed database.

Lower TCO

Build Fast, Move Faster

Easy, SQL-friendly query language for JSON



Couchbase
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Flexible JSON schema for continuous delivery

Peer-to-peer-to-cloud syncing for mobile and edge computing

Fully integrated SDKs for Java, .NET, Scala, Go, JavaScript, and Python

Distributed ACID transactions

Memory-first high-performance design
A distributed cloud-to-edge architecture

Guaranteed availability via native replication

Masterless, asynchronous, and geo-aware clustering

Architect For High Demand
Couchbase guarantees consistent and dependable performance all day, every day, from 
the cloud to the edge for all users, as a distributed scale-anywhere database:

Flexible per-cluster SLAs

Multi Cloud, hybrid-cloud, cloud-to-edge
Control your data, clusters, services, and costs

Exceptional price/performance across workloads

Lower Total Cost Of Ownership
Couchbase’s hyper-scalability improves price-performance as you scale. It’s cloud 
database makes it easy to globally manage distributed clusters from a single console, 
elastically scale with a few clicks, and optimize services to match your workloads to your 
infrastructure.



PostgreSQL

Why PostGreSQL?
PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system that uses and 
extends the SQL language combined with many features that safely store and scale the 
most complicated data workloads.
PostgreSQL has chosen, DataX Solution as their first partner in the GCC region.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
PostgreSQL has earned a strong reputation for its proven architecture, reliability, data 
integrity, robust feature set, extensibility, and the dedication of the open source 
community behind the software to consistently deliver performant and innovative 
solutions. PostgreSQL runs on all major operating systems and is ACID compliant.

All round operational support
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Design & architecting skills for your current & future needs

On premise or in cloud, the best in class database management software

PostgreSQL, the open source relational database 
of choice for many people and organizations

Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape
Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities
Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making



PostgreSQL
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The Platform
With added enterprise security, performance tools, Oracle compatibility, DBA & Developer 
productivity features, PostGreSQL is available for applications operating on geospatial 
data

Tool Suites
Delivering consulting services with the expertise to tune, scale, and harden your 
PostGreSQL installations. Our expert consultants are available to assist you with projects, 
and can provide services even remotely all across UAE

Deployment Options
Deployed in most popular environments, PostGreSQL helps organizations of all types and 
sizes

Oracle compatible 
features

Enterprise-ready 
tools

                    

24x7 support
                    

Tools for infrastructure monitoring, tuning, 
high availability & disaster recovery.

Management

Across multiple data sources like 
traditional DBMS, Hadoop, NoSQL, and 
additional data stores.

Integration

Equipped with tools that make it easy to 
move data to the PostGreSQL.

Migration

Containers Virtualisation Bare Metal Public Cloud Private Cloud



GitHub

GitHub is how people build software. Millions of individuals and organizations around the 
world use GitHub to discover, share, and contribute to software from games and 
experiments to popular frameworks and leading applications.

Benefits Of Our Offerings
Whether you work for a small startup, a university, or a large enterprise company, GitHub 
enables powerful, collaborative workflows. You can use GitHub in the cloud or GitHub 
Enterprise on your server, then integrate your favorite apps and services to customize to 
build software.

All round operational support
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Design & architecting skills for your current & future needs

GitHub is how people build software.

Providing automation to address rapidly scaling landscape
Integration & deployment expertise to simplify the complexities
Unbiased, independent insights for better & smarter decision making
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GitHub
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5 Tips For A More Efficient Workflow
DevOps makes building and shipping software faster, friendlier, and more collaborative. 
Developers on DevOps teams are more able to focus on their goals, prioritize work-life 
balance, and get more time for the projects they care about. Want to learn how to 
implement DevOps strategies into your own business? Here are five practical tips that will 
help you optimize your workflow.

YAML is the perfect format for configuring 
your front-end files and storing data, and 
is commonly used in DevOps for an array 
of frontend configurations, automations, 
and more. Whether you can apply YAML 
directly to your day-to-day dev workflows 
or leverage different tools that use YAML, 
there are some pretty big benefits to 
getting started with this language.

Tip #1: A little YAML 
can make front-
end work easier

Git is a cloud-hosted integrated 
development environment (IDE) that is 
used to track changes in source code 
over time. Cloud-hosted IDE services like 
Git
allow you to write and edit code on a 
remote server instead of your local 
machine. This means that you can work 
on code from any device with an internet
connection.

Tip #2: Use Git

In a typical software development 
process, continuous integration (CI) is a 
practice in which developers integrate 
their code into a shared repository
several times a day. Each check-in 
triggers an automated build, allowing 
teams to detect and address problems 
early (saving time and energy).

Tip #3: Stay one 
step ahead with 
automation and CI

Server orchestration is often the job of IT 
and DevOps teams, and includes 
configuring, managing, provisioning, and 
coordinating systems, applications,
and core infrastructure needed to run 
software.

Tip #4: Try server
orchestration

There’s a better—and more efficient—way to handle 
repeatable tasks. How? Scripting with either Bash or 
PowerShell, which are both cross-platform.

Tip #5: Script repeatable 
tasks with Bash or 
PowerShell

30



Services We Offer
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Consulting Services

Consulting Services - Open Source
Enterprise Open Source Consulting services for your Organization’s goals

Design & Deployment Consulting

DevOps Consulting

Resiliency planning

Database 
Platform

High-speed
Data Pipeline

Hybrid and Multi-
Cloud Platform

                    

DevOps and
Automation

Current CI/CD pipeline reviewed 
across build, test,deploy and monitoring

Enhance monitoring of infrastructure 
by assisting in recommendation

Access level of maturity for automation, 
and current capabilities

Reviewing compliance & security 
across deployment lifecycle and 
container development

Back-up and recovering

Architectural design

Capacity planning & sizing

System health maintenance

Open source technology assessment

Choosing right fit technologies
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Technical Services

Technical Services - Open Source
Enterprise Open Source Consulting services for your Organization’s goals

From Oracle to PostGreSQL

PostGreSQL

Discovery phase

PostGreSQL
                    

MongoDB Elastic

Pre assessment migration questionnaire

Checking compatibility for EDB/PGSQL

Analysis of incompatible objects

Online/Offline based migration mode

Remote support for App testing

Parameter tuningv

Data migration

Schema migration to EDB/PGSQL on 
UAT DB Servers

DB objects Migration

Deploying highly available
PostgreSQLv

Configuration of high availability

Architecture & Design review

Functional testing of the instances of 
PostGreSQL

Installation and configuration of the 
instances

Seamless transition

Architecture design,
capacity planning & sizing

System health maintenance

Open source technology assessment

Choosing right fit technologies
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Technical Services

Installation

MongoDB

Design & architecture review

Install and setup, on premises or in 
cloud environments

Log rotate settings configuration

Security hardening implementation

Adding users & roles

Authentication and authorization 
configuration

Functional testing of setup 
configuration

Installation

Elastic

Consulting on cluster sizing

Consulting & DIscovery session on 
Data source and ingestion

Design & Architecture session

Installation/Configuration of 3 nodes 
cluster, Kibana

MongoDB Ops Manager

Design & Architecture review

Install and setup MongoDB, and Ops 
Manager

Configure MongoDB agent for monitoring

Configure/Setup backup daemon services

Schedule a backup

Replication setup on premise or in cloud

Log rotate settings configuration

Service enablement, and configuration
ps manager service & app

Setup configuration functional testing

Installation/Configuration of Beats upto 
5 data source

Elasticsearch configuration

High availability clusters and shards

Elasticsearch cluster tuning
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Deployment options

Assessment & recommendation of workload

Lift & shift / re-architect / cloud native 
services

Acceptance criterion and test cases

Security considerations, Data migration, 
Parallel run, and Go live

Deployment platform sizing

Migration & deployment phase

Application testing

Platform Migration 
Methodology

Migration Services

Migration Services - Open 

PostGreSQL
Migrate to public cloud

Migrate to private cloud

Cloud to cloud migration

Migrating to open source databases

Decades of experience in open source 
databases

Comprehensive approach to minimize 
risks and increase productivity

Typical use cases of migration of legacy 
databases and on prem databases

Workload identification

Postgres compatibility

Migration plan and estimation

Data migration and application testing

Parallel run

Typical workload

Database Migration methodology

Microservices deployment

Legacy application re-hosting

Database workload migration 
to cloud

Workload migration automation
to cloud

Cloud to cloud migration for 
multi cloud policy

Clou PostGreSQL MongoD
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Training Services

Training Services - Open Source

PostGreSQL

Master the basics of querying tables 
in relational databases

SQL training:

Delivered by certified experts, and 
designed for DBAs, solution architects, 
app developers, IT professionals

Comprehensive administration 
training:

Delivered by certified experts, and 
designed for DBAs, solution architects, 
app developers, IT professionals

Advanced server database 
administration training - 
Advanced:

Master the basics of querying tables 
in relational databases

Tool basics training:

Essential details of PostGreSQL administration 
including architecture, configuration, 
maintenance, monitoring etc

Foundation administration 
training:

Master the basics of querying tables in 
relational databases

Advanced server database 
administration training - Essentials:

Master the basics of querying tables in 
relational databases

Developer fundamentals & 
advanced training:

PostGreSQL MongoD
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Training Services

MongoDB

Master the basics of querying tables 
in relational databases

MongoDB for administrator:

Master the basics of querying tables in 
relational databases

MongoDB for advanced developer:

Master the basics of querying tables 
in relational databases

MongoDB for developer:
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Analytics
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Analytics
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What’s Big Data Analytics?
Organizations are struggling to get the 
ROI they expect from big data 
initiatives. Building a repository is just a 
starting point. Big data analytics 
quickly turns massive, raw data 
sources into analytics-ready 
information that can be easily 
analyzed and visualized.

The best big data analytics tools enable 
users to freely explore and uncover hidden 
insights within big datasets that combine 
relevant data from multiple sources. This 
offers a more complete view of their business 
and the forces shaping it so they can 
confidently make decisions and take action

Big Data Integration – 
Go From Raw To Analytics - Ready, Faster
Leverage your existing big data 
analytics investments and accelerate 
your ROI with an end-to-end solution 
that simplifies the many steps needed 
to create clean, well-documented data 
from any source, transforming raw 
data into trusted, analytics-ready 
information.

Whether data is within a data lake or legacy 
application, Qlik lets you access and manage 
all your data, big and small, within a single 
environment.

32



HR Solutions
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HR Solutions
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What’s HR Solutions?
Adrenalin HCM Digital technologies like cloud software and mobile applications can 
break down your organizational silos, so you can view your company as an integrated 

Adrenalin HCM modules are designed to address key functions in a forward-looking HR 
strategy.

Select from a wide range of modules like Talent Acquisition, Performance Alignment, 
Talent Development, Leave Management, Payroll Software, Competency Management, 
Social Connect to align your HR Strategy with your business goals

Solution Over View:

34

Create a strong foundation to address
all your organization needs.

Core HCM
Simplify your payroll and compliance
activities.

Payroll



HR Solutions
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Optimize your most important asset 
– your employees.

Talent Management
Run your learning activities under one roof.
Learning Management System

Connect, communicate and 
collaborate across the organization.

Virtual Social Connectt

Access People Insights – anywhere, 
anytime!

HR Analytics

Our all-new HR Chatbot that is redefining 
excellence in this vibrant new field

Sara – HR Chatbot



Get In Touch

DataX Solution
B1-546F, 5th Floor, Tower B1, PO Box 45208, 
Ajman Free Zone, Ajman, UAE

+971 6 521 1720
contact@dataxsolution.net


